Yabby Sensors is a turnkey solution and
technology provider to the agricultural,
resources, infrastructure, and
government sectors.
We offer complete solutions that are
enhanced and supported by technology
in continual improvement framework.
Technology needs to be integrated into a
solution but is not the solution itself. We
are not just about selling sensors.
Sensors need to ultimately make or save
you money, make your life easier, keep
you safe and are part of a wellconsidered incorporated system and
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platform that is future proof.
With decades of experience we actively
listen to our clients and spend time
understanding your business and needs.

Distribution Partner

We are well placed to partner with you to
solve your problems and deliver costeffective outcomes.
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Complete integrated
solutions
enhanced by technology

SENSORS

Our sensors feature a rich and versatile range having
many monitoring applications such as level, volume,
water quality, flow, soil moisture, pressure, rainfall,
temperature and humidity.
In combination with our modular and flexible platform the
series can also provide remote pump and valve control. A
number of the units can be used in combination to turn on
and off pumps based on field variables (e.g. levels, flow, soil
moisture).

TRACKERS

By tracking and collating the data your assets generate,
you can run operations more efficiently, improve the
safety of your staff and potentially increase your fuel tax
credits (FTC) return. We have battery, solar and external
powered trackers and the option of cellular or satellite
connectivity. All trackers report to our custom tracker
platform.

Yabby products include Sensors, Trackers and Cameras
and Platform. The following is not an exhaustive list of
all the products that we can provide.
We are continually innovating, developing and
improving products. The global industry is also
developing technology at a rapid rate.
Our products can often have additional sensors or
services added and we also provide bespoke solutions.
Our solutions come with a choice of NBIoT/CATM1,
Nanosatellite, Satellite, Bluetooth, Zigbee and
LoRaWAN.
Depending on your budget and operational
requirements our sensors can be powered three
ways
Battery powered for long lasting, low powered
solutions for monitoring such as daily water
levels and rainfall.
Solar powered for more intense sampling and
higher power requirements.
High powered multichannel datanodes that can
measure multiple parameters at once, switch and
monitor pumps and a variety of other inputs.

CAMERAS
We supply a range of outdoor
cameras depending on your
budget and requirements
including
Low cost IP cameras either
externally or solar powered
with WiFi and 4G options.
Low complexity photo only
solar serial cameras.
Satellite solar serial
cameras that are easy to
use and the most cost
effective available to
purchase and run.

